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Course Outline
Week One: How We Learn
Topic 1. Repetition and Hebbian Learning
Topic 2. Feedback and Types of Learning

Week Two; How We Learn
Topic 1. Long Term Potentiation and Synaptic Plasticity
Topic 2. Dopamine and the Basal Ganglia

Week Three: What We Learn
Topic 1. Explicit Memory
Topic 2. Implicit Memory

Week Four: What We Learn
Topic 1. Neural Basis of Memory
Topic 2. Internal Models

Week Five: How We Can Improve Learning
Topic 1. Distributed Practice, Random Practice, Variable Practice

Topic 2. Specificity of Practice, Part-Whole Practice, Mental Imagery

Week Six: How We Can Improve Learning: March 13th

Topic 1. Sleep, Diet, and Exercise
Topic 2. Age, Learning Disorders



How do we learn?

REPETITION and 
FEEDBACK







What do we learn?

EXPLICIT and 
IMPLICIT MEMORIES



Episodic (Autobiographical) Knowledge About Time and Place Seems to Involve the Prefrontal 
Cortex
Whereas some lesions to multimodal association areas interfere with semantic knowledge, others interfere with the capacity to recall any episodic event 
experienced more than a few minutes previously, including dramatic personal events such as accidents and deaths in the family that occurred before the 
trauma. Remarkably, patients with loss of episodic memory still have the ability to recall vast stores of factual (semantic) knowledge. One patient could 
remember all personal facts about his friends and famous people, such as their names and their characteristics, but could not remember any specific events 
involving these individuals.

The areas of the neocortex that seem to be specialized for long-term storage of episodic knowledge are the association areas of the frontal lobes. These 
prefrontal areas work with other areas of the neocortex to allow recollection of when and where a past event occurred (Chapter 19). A particularly striking 

symptom in patients with frontal lobe damage is their tendency to forget how information was acquired, a deficit called source amnesia. Since the ability to 
associate a piece of information with the time and place it was acquired is at the core of how accurately we remember the individual episodes of our lives, a 
deficit in source information interferes dramatically with the accuracy of recall of episodic knowledge.

Explicit Knowledge Involves at Least Four Distinct Processes
We have learned three important things about episodic and semantic knowledge. First, there is not a single, all-purpose memory store. Second, any item of 
knowledge has multiple representations in the brain, each of which corresponds to a different meaning and can be accessed independently (by visual, verbal, or 
other sensory clues). Third, both semantic and episodic knowledge are the result of at least four related but distinct types of processing: encoding, 
consolidation, storage, and retrieval (Figure 62-9).

Encoding refers to the processes by which newly learned information is attended to and processed when first encountered. The extent and nature of this 
encoding are critically important for determining how well the learned material will be remembered at later times. For a memory to persist and be well 
remembered, the incoming information must be encoded thoroughly and deeply. This is accomplished by attending to the information and associating it 
meaningfully and systematically with knowledge that is already well established in memory so as to allow one to integrate the new information with what one 
already knows. Memory storage is stronger when one is well motivated.

Consolidation refers to those processes that alter the newly stored and still labile information so as to make it more stable for long-term storage. As we shall 
learn in the next chapter, consolidation involves the expression of genes and the synthesis of new proteins, giving rise to 
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structural changes that store memory stably over time.

Figure 62-9 Encoding and retrieving episodic memories. Areas where brain activity is significantly increased during the performance of specific memory 
tasks are shown in orange and red on surface projections of the human brain (left hemisphere on the right, right hemisphere on the left).

A. Activity in the left prefrontal cortex is particularly associated with the encoding process. Subjects were scanned while attempting to memorize words paired 
with category labels: country—Denmark, metal—platinum, etc.

B. Activity in the right frontal cortex is associated with retrieval. Four subjects were presented with a list of category labels and examples that were not paired 
with the category. The subjects were then scanned when attempting to recall the examples. In addition to right frontal activation a second posterior region in 
the medial parietal lobe (the precuneus) is also activated.

Storage refers to the mechanism and sites by which memory is retained over time. One of the remarkable features about long-term storage is that it seems to 
have an almost unlimited capacity. In contrast, short-term working memory is very limited.



Procedural
Memory



How Can We Improve Learning?
The Design of Learning Environments







Massed versus Distributed Practice



Practice Scheduling
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Tenet One

A distributed practice schedule does not 
mean less overall time. The total amount of 
practice time should be the same as with a 

massed schedule. 
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Tenet Two

Distributed practice benefits are not 
physiological – the learner simply needs 

time away from the practice of a given skill 
for consolidation to occur. Think of it as 

“neural rest”. 





Drill Scheduling
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Massed

Distributed



Tenet Three

The length of distributed practice is a 
continuum. One 30 minute drill could be 
spilt in 3 x 10 minutes, 6 x 5 minutes, or 

even 15 x 2 minutes.



Tenet Four

The rest period for distributed practice can 
contain practice of another skill, but only if 
the content of the two skills do not overlap.



Evidence for Massed vs Distributed Practice Effects

Balance Tasks
Best performance on a Balance Board for Group that Practiced 

57 % of 30 minute block (vs 20, 30, 40, 57, 77 %)

Graw (1968)

Postal Workers
12 weeks x 1 hour more effective than 3 weeks x 2 per day x 2 

hour practice
Baddeley and Longman (1978)





What is the optimal number of practices 
per week and optimal practice length?



PFC

Basal Ganglia

Expectation

Dopamine
Expectation

Feedback

Input Output



Massed Distributed



In Class Activity:
Apply the principles of Distributed 

Practice to this Class



Blocked and Random Practice





Random vs Blocked Practice

Blocked Random



Tenet One

The total number of repetitions of a skill 
within a practice session must remain the 

same – random practice simply manipulates 
the order of the skills within a drill.



Tenet Two

Random practice is a continuum – in a ideal 
random practice situation a skill is never 

practiced more than once in a row.



Random Practice

Generally poorer performance during acquisition

BUT

Greater RETENTION in TRANSFER
i.e.  LEARNING 



Shea & Morgan (1979)

Task: Arm Movement Pattern

Blocked : task A then task B then task C

Random : random schedule involving A, B, and C



Contextual Interference
(Shea and Morgan, 1979)

order facilitated a rapid reduction in response time during acquisition performance
(especially so during the first block of nine trials). Clearly, the blocked group
resulted in a much faster rate of improvement on the task and a greater overall
amount of improvement than random practice. The retention results, however,
revealed a very different effect. The filled circles represent the randomly ordered
acquisition practice and the filled squares represent the blocked-ordered acquisi-
tion practice. Dotted lines connect the trials in which the participants performed
the retention trials in a blocked sequence and solid lines illustrate the randomly
ordered retention trials. Figure 2.2 illustrates the following findings: random
practice resulted in better retention performance than blocked practice when
compared in both randomly ordered retention trials and in blocked-ordered
retention trials, and when compared in retention tests both 10 minutes and 10 days
following the practice period. Random practice had facilitated retention (learn-
ing) compared to blocked practice.

The blocked practice schedule, which had facilitated a rapid performance
improvement, appeared to be poor for learning compared to the random sched-
ule, which had resulted in much slower and more modest improvements during
practice. The second adage that was discussed at the beginning of this section,
that ‘perfect practice makes perfect’, had been violated by these results.

A note on comparing Pyle with Shea and Morgan

The blocked practice group in the Pyle (1919) study shows a very different
acquisition practice ‘profile’ than the blocked group in Shea and Morgan (1979).
There is a simple, statistical reason for this difference that has gone relatively
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Figure 2.2 Results of the Shea and Morgan (1979) experiment.
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Why does random practice work?



Pluta & Krigolson (In Prep)



Is random practice always 
better?



Tenet Three

There is evidence to suggest that early in 
learning is it better to use a BLOCKED 

practice schedule.







In Class Activity:
Apply the principles of Random 
Practice to something you have 

learned



Constant vs Variable Practice

10 trials

1 trial



Constant Practice
parameters do not change from trial to trial

Variable Practice
parameters change from trial to trial



Schema Theory

FORCE

D
IS

TA
N

C
E



KEY POINT

Variable practice only works if the parameters of 
the motor program are not exceeded



Constant Practice Early, Variable Practice 
Later...

Practice Design:  (Lai Qin, 1999)

Constant 1st Half à Relative Timing
Variable 2nd Half à Parameter Learning





In Class Activity:
Apply the principles of Variable 
Practice to something you have 

learned


